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As video is used more and more as the official record of
meetings and teleconferences, the ability to locate relevant
passages or even entire meetings becomes important. To
this end, we want to give users visual summaries and help
them locate specific video passagesquickly. Such a system
is useful in any application that requires a quick overview of
many videos, such as a video library or the results of a
search engine.
We present techniques that use automatic feature analysis,
such as slide detection and applause detection, to help locate
a specific video and to navigate to regions of interest within
it. As part of the FXPAL MBase system, we have implemented a web-based interface (Figure 1) that graphically
presents information about the contents of each video in a
collection such as its keyframes and the distribution of a
particular feature over time. Comic book style summarjes
(Figure 2), called manga, provide single-page overviews of
videos suitable for printing or web access. A media player
is tightly integrated with the web interface. It supports navigation within a selected file by visualizing confidence
scores for the presence of features and by using them as
index points.
Further descriptions of some of the aspects of this system
are available in [ 1,2] and on our external web site:
http:/lwww.fxpal.xerox.com/Smartspaces/mbase_home.htm
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Figure 2. An Example of the Comic Book Style Summary
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